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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS
IN AND FOR THE STATE OF UTAH
KATHRYN C. CARLESON,
Plaintiff/Appellant,

BRIEF OF APPELLANT

ROBERT ALLAN CARLESON,

Case No: 890519-CA
Category: 14(b)

Defendant/Respondent.
JURISDICTION
The Court of Appeals has jurisdiction over this matter
pursuant to Utah Code Ann, §78-2a-3(h)(1953) as amended.
NATURE OF PROCEEDINGS
This is an appeal from a final Order of the Third
Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake County, the
Honorable James S, Sawaya, Judge presiding, entered June 27,
1989, denying the Plaintiff's Petition which requested that the
Court:

modify the Decree of Divorce, increase the amount of

child support to be paid by the Defendant and award the Plaintiff
the right to claim the minor child of the parties as an exemption
for purposes of filing her state and federal income tax returns.
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ISSUES PRESENTED FOR APPEAL
The issues presented by this Appeal are:
1.

Did the Court commit reversible error by determining

Defendant's income for purposes of child support based on "net
disposable income" rather than reviewing Defendant's gross income
as required by Utah Code of Judicial Administration, Rule 4-904,
the applicable law in effect at the time,
2.

Did the Court error by failing to take into con-

sideration as a part of the Defendant's income the Defendant's
election to defer income back to the corporation of which he is
the primary stockholder.
3.

Did the Court error by failing to take into con-

sideration as a change of circumstance the increased cost to support the minor child of the parties because of her medical needs,
and did the Court further error by failing to take into consideration the increased needs of the child due to inflation and
the child's increase in age since the entry of the Decree of
Divorce.
4.

Should the Plaintiff be awarded attorney's fees and

costs which she has incurred in this matter and which she will
incur on appeal because of her need of assistance•
DETERMINATIVE STATUTES
Statutes which are determinative of the issues in this
case are Utah Code Ann. §30-3-5 (1953) as amended, Utah Code of
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Judicial Administration, Rule 4-904, and Appendix H, (attached as
Exhibits "A" and "B"), and Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, Rule
26(e).

A.

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
NATURE OF THE CASE, COURSE OF THE PROCEEDINGS,
AND DISPOSITION IN LOWER COURT

1.

Plaintiff (Appellant) appeals from an Order entered

on June 27, 1989, in the Third Judicial District Court by the
Honorable James S. Sawaya, entitled "Decree of Modification
Relating to Child Support and Other Issues" (attached as Exhibit
"C" ).
2.

After two days of trial, the Court below found that

the evidence was insufficient to show a substantial change of
circumstance warranting an increase of Defendant's child support
payments from the February 16, 1984 Decree.
B. STATEMENT OF FACTS
RELEVANT TO THE ISSUES PRESENTED FOR REVIEW
The following facts are material to a consideration
of the questions presented on this appeal:
1.

A Decree of Divorce was entered in this matter on

February 16, 1984.
2.

(Record, P.35)

Paragraph 14 of the Decree states that the Defendant

is ordered to pay to the Plaintiff as child support for the
minor child of the parties, the sum of $400.00 per month.
(Record, P.39)
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3.

On July 6, 1988, the Plaintiff/Appellant filed a

Petition to Modify the Decree of Divorce alleging, among other
things, a change of circumstance as follows:
a.

The child of the parties has suffered a medical

illness which has resulted in increased costs of care for said
child,
b.

Due to inflation and the increased age of the child,

the costs of caring for said child have increased.
c.

The Defendant's income is sufficient to warrant a

modification of the Decree of Divorce to require the Defendant to
provide more for the support of the parties1 child.

(Record,

P.188-191)
4.

The Trial Court received Exhibit "D-2" (attached

hereto as Exhibit

lf

D") which is a copy of Defendant's 1984

federal tax return showing Defendant's adjusted gross income for
1984 was $229,303.00.
5.

(Record, P.334)

The Court also received Exhibit "p-37" (attached

hereto as Exhibit "E") which is a copy of Defendant's 1987 amended
Utah state tax return showing Defendant's adjusted gross income
for that year was $232,385.00.
6.

(Record, P.334)

Defendant's tax return for 1988 was not presented at

trial and there was no evidence of Defendant's adjusted gross
income for 19 88 because the 1988 tax returns were not completed
at the time of trial.

(Trans. Proceedings, May 3, 1989, P.181,

L.l-15)
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7.

The Lower Court admitted Exhibit "D-14" (a copy of

which is attached hereto as Exhibit "F") which was a schedule of
Defendant's "Disposable Income" from 1984 through 1988.

(Record,

P.334)
8.

Counsel for the Plaintiff objected to the admission

of "D-14" because the exhibit was based upon documents which the
Defendant had failed to produce pursuant to Requests for
Production of Documents (Trans., P.171, L.13-P.172, L.2); and
upon the grounds that the exhibit was not relevant to the proceedings because it represented "disposable income" and the child
support schedule in effect at the time of trial in this matter
was based upon gross income.
9.

(Trans., P.179, L.9-14)

Defendant's expert testified that Exhibit "D-14" was

not representative of Defendant's adjusted gross income, and
Defendant's expert did not know what Defendant's adjusted gross
income was for 1988.
10.

(Trans., P.198, L.19-P.199, L.15)

The Defendant has voluntarily elected to defer

income back to Carleson Cadillac, Inc., to purchase his father's
shares in the corporation (Trans., P.135, L.1-P.136, L.2), to
meet a 13% increase in the "flooring requirements" of General
Motors and to increase his share of ownership in the corporation
to a position of principal stockholder, all of which is a voluntary action on the part of the Defendant.

(Exhibit "6") The

deferred income is accruing dividends for Defendant's future
benefit.

(Trans., P.137, L.2-19)
-5-

11.

The Defendant has paid $400,000-00 and taken a loan

of $350,000.00 to increase his share of ownership in Carleson
Cadillac, Inc., from 16% in 1984 to 82% in 1989.
paying $4,500.00 per month on the loan.

(Exhibits

Defendant is
fl

D-7ff, "D-8",

"D-17", and Trans., P.135, L.11-13 and P.194, L.17-P.195, L.17)
12.

The Defendant has elected to return excess profits

from the corporation back to the corporation rather than retain
them as earnings.
13.

(Trans., P.213, L.8-22)

The parties1 child is now five years older than she

was when the Decree of Divorce was entered.
14.

(Judicial Notice)

Costs of raising the child have increased as a

result of inflation and the increased age of the child.
P.8, L.24-P.18, L.18)

(Trans.,

The Plaintiff submitted Exhibit "P-26"

(which is attached hereto as Exhibit "G") to show the total costs
for the Plaintiff to provide for the support of the child is now
in excess of $500.00 per month, not including $533.00 per month
for private school at Rowland Hall.

(Exhibit "P-26", Trans.,

P.14, L.3-P.16, L.16)
15.

During February, 1988, the parties1 child required

significant emergency medical treatment as a result of a blocked
intestine which required removal of 50 centimeters of her small
intestine.
16.

(Exhibit "D-l")
As a result of the minor child's medical treatment,

the Plaintiff is experiencing increased costs to support the
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child for food and medication.

(Trans., P.35, L.11-18; P.58,

L.11-22; P.71, L.21-P.72, L.8; P.73, L.3-6)

In addition, the

partiesf child now requires therapy to be able to cope with her
illness.

(Trans., P.80, L.18-22)
17.

Dr. Ralston, Defendant's expert, testified that the

parties1 child may suffer from diarrhea and require medication
throughout her minority, possibly for the rest of her life.
(Trans., P.56, L.9-16)

He also testified that the child's need

for food is one and one-half to two times greater than normal.
(Trans., P.58, L.11-22)
18.

The Petition of the Plaintiff was tried before the

Court on April 25, 1989, and on May 3, 1989.

(Record, P.333 and

3 35)
19.

The Court entered Findings of Fact following trial

as follows:
a.

The Defendant's real disposable income has not

increased since the entry of the Decree of Divorce but has
decreased due to the lack of automobile sales of his business,
(para. 1, Findings of Fact)
b.

(Record, P.366)

That there was no evidence adduced to support the

increase of child support.

(para. 2, Findings of Fact)

(Record,

P.366)
c.

That the minor child's health is good and her medical

prognosis is good.

(para. 3, Findings of Fact)
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(Record, P.366)

d.

That the Defendant contributes a greater portion of

child support than that of the Plaintiff, and Plaintiff's claim
for the award of income tax exemption on the minor child should
be denied,
20-

(para. 9, Findings of Fact)

(Record, P.367)

The Court entered a Decree of Modification on June

27, 1989. An Order of Extension of Time to Appeal was entered on
July 27, 1989, and Plaintiff filed this Appeal on August 28,
1989.

(Record, P.380)
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT
The Trial Court committed reversible error by deter-

mining Defendant's income based on "net disposable income"
rather than reviewing Defendant's gross income as required by the
applicable law in effect at the time.

Pursuant to the Utah Code

of Judicial Administration, Rule 4-904, Appendix H, the Trial
Court was required to make its determination of change in circumstance based upon the gross income of the Defendant.
The Trial Court also errored in failing to take into
account as a part of the Defendant's income the Defendant's
election to defer income back to the corporation of which he is
the primary stockholder.
The Trial Court errored by failing to take into consideration the increased costs of supporting the minor child of
the parties incurred by reason of her medical needs as a change
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of circumstance and further errored by failing to take into consideration the increased needs of the child due to inflation and
the increased age of the child•
The Plaintiff is in need of assistance from the
Defendant to meet the requirement of paying her attorneys1 fees
and costs which she has incurred in this matter and which she
will incur on appeal.

The Trial Court errored by failing to

award all of Plaintiff attorney's fees and further the Plaintiff
should be awarded such fees and costs as she may incur in these
proceedings.
ARGUMENT
I.
THE TRIAL COURT'S COMMITTED REVERSIBLE ERROR BY
DETERMINING DEFENDANT'S INCOME BASED ON
"NET DISPOSIBLE INCOME" RATHER THAN FINDING
DEFENDANT'S GROSS INCOME AS REQUIRED BY UTAH CODE
OF JUDICIAL ADMINISTRATION, RULE 4-904, APPENDIX H, THE
APPLICABLE LAW IN EFFECT AT THE TIME OF TRIAL IN THIS MATTER
A.
Legal Standards of Review of Modification
of Divorce Decrees.
The standards of review of Trial Courts' granting modification of the Decree of Divorce is:

"Defendant must show that

the evidence clearly preponderates against the Findings of Fact
or that the Trial Court has abused its discretion."

Thompson v.

Thompson, 709 P.2d 360, 362 (Utah 1985), citing Fletcher v.
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Fletcher, 615 P.2d 1218 (Utah 1980); Turner v. Turner, 649 P.2d 6
(Utah 1982).

Although the Fletcher case was a direct review of a

divorce proceeding, the review by the appellate court of Orders
issued in a modification proceeding requires application of similar legal standards.

As stated in Fletcher, "On appeal, this

Court will not disturb the action of the trial court unless the
evidence clearly preponderates to the contrary, or the Trial
Court has abused its discretion or misapplied principles of law."
Fletcher v. Fletcher, at P.1222 (citations omitted).
Additionally, the Appellate Court has broad powers when
reviewing modification Orders.

"Under prevailing standards of

review, the appellate court may review both the facts and law of
matters in equity, such as a request for modification of the
Decree."

Boals v. Boals, 664 P.2d 1191 (Utah 1983).
A Trial Court must apply a variety of legal standards to

the equitable proceeding when considering modification of a
divorce decree.

Legal principles enunciated by the Utah Supreme

Court which are applicable to the modification being reviewed by
the Court are:

the movant has the burden to show substantial

change of circumstance since the Decree that was not originally
contemplated within the Decree itself.

Woodward v. Woodward, 709

P.2d 393, 394 (Utah 1985); Thompson v. Thompson, supra., at
P.362.

The party seeking the modification must prove a substan-

tial and permanent change of circumstance necessitating the modification.

Kiesel v. Kiesel, 619 P.2d 1374, 1376 (Utah 1980).
-10-

B.
Utah Code Ann. §30-3-5(3)(1953) as amended, gives the
District Court continuing jurisdiction to make "subsequent
changes or new orders" in divorce matters

as are reasonable and

necessary:
The Court has continuing jurisdiction to make
subsequent changes or new orders for the support and maintenance of the parties, the
custody of the children and their support,
maintenance, health and dental care, or the
distribution of the property as is reasonable
and necessary.
Appellant filed a Petition for Modification with the
Trial Court requesting an increase in child support based upon a
change of circumstance, and principally relying on increased
medical needs for the child and increased costs to raise the
child as a result of inflation and the child's increased age.
Plaintiff further alleged increased income on the part of the
Defendant.
The Defendant presented to the Court Exhibit "D-14" as
evidence of his net disposable earnings, and the Court relied
upon those earnings in making a determination that there had been
no change of circumstance in the Defendant's income sufficient to
warrant increasing child support.

The law in effect at the time

this matter was tried to the Court, and the law which controlled
the determination of income for the purposes of establishing the
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appropriate amount of child support to be paid by a noncustodial
parent was Utah Code of Judicial Administration,, Rule 4-904,
Appendix H-II-A-1, which states that the gross monthly income of
the natural parents is to be used to determine the appropriate
amount of child support to be paid by the noncustodial parent•
The Court relied upon the evidence of only Defendant's net income
in denying an increase in child support.

Such reliance on the

part of the Court was error.
The Court further errored by admitting Exhibit ffD-14lf
over the objections of counsel for the Plaintiff.

Rule 26(e)(1)

of the Utah Rules of Civil Procedure, requires that the identity
of every person to be called as an expert witness at trial, and
the subject matter and substance of the testimony be disclosed to
the opposing party.

Defendant failed to meet this requirement,

failed to produce documents upon which his expert relied to
testify at trial and presented Exhibits "D-14" and

fl

D-15lf, as

charts and graphs of Defendant's disposable income, over
Plaintiff's objection.

The Court relied on these documents to

reach a final determination of Defendant's income.

Counsel for

Plaintiff also objected to admission of "D-14" and "D-15" on the
grounds of relevancy, because the exhibits did not show adjusted
gross income as required by the then applicable law for determination of child support.

The admission of Exhibits "D-14" and

"D-15" was a critical error which resulted in the Court's
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reliance on improper evidence to reach its final decision.

The

Court should have excluded Exhibits "D-14" and "D-15lf and should
have relied upon the best and most current evidence of
Defendant's adjusted gross income, his 1987 tax return (attached
hereto as Exhibit "B"), which was admitted at trial as Exhibit
"P-37", and showed Defendant's adjusted gross income as
$232,385.00 for that year.
The decision of the Lower Court must be reversed and
remanded with instructions to the Lower Court to make a determination of the Defendant's income based upon his adjusted gross
income and enter an Order accordingly.
II.
THE LOWER COURT ERRORED BY FAILING TO TAKE INTO
CONSIDERATION AS PART OF THE DEFENDANT'S INCOME THE
DEFENDANT'S ELECTION TO DEFER INCOME BACK TO THE CORPORATION
OF WHICH HE IS THE PRIMARY STOCKHOLDER
The Defendant is the primary stockholder of Carleson
Cadillac, Inc.

In his position, the Defendant has elected to

defer a substantial portion of his annual income in excess of
$50,000.00 annually, back to the corporation.

The Court failed

to take into consideration the Defendant's voluntary deferral of
income back to the corporation.

The net result of the

Defendant's voluntary action is to reduce his income by a
substantial amount thereby creating the illusion of a reduction
of income since the entry of the Decree of Divorce.
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The Court

errored by giving the Defendant a credit against his gross income
even though the income is simply a deferral.

The Court should

have attributed to the Defendant all of his gross earnings in
making a determination of his actual income.
The Utah Supreme Court has held that a Trial Court may
consider both the individual and corporate income of a Defendant
husband who is the sole shareholder of a corporation when considering income for child support purposes.

Garrard v. Garrard,

581 P.2d 1012 (Utah 1978); Christiansen v. Christiansen, 667 P.2d
594 (Utah 1983).

The control exercised by Mr. Carleson in virtue

of his 82% ownership of the stock of the corporation shows the
appropriateness of including the deferred income and further consideration of the corporate tax returns.
This matter should be remanded to the Lower Court with
an instruction to consider all of the income of the Defendant
when making a determination of his gross income.
III.
THE COURT ERRORED BY FAILING TO TAKE INTO
CONSIDERATION AS A CHANGE OF CIRCUMSTANCE THE
INCREASED COSTS OF SUPPORTING THE MINOR CHILD
BECAUSE OF HER MEDICAL NEEDS DUE TO INFLATION
AND THE CHILD'S INCREASED AGE
The Utah Legislature, and Courts of the State of Utah,
have unequivocally endorsed the parental obligation of child support as the primary consideration when addressing divorcing parties and their children's rights.
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"The Utah Legislature has clearly stated the
public policy of the State of Utah is that
'Children shall be maintained from the resources of responsible parents, thereby relieving
or avoiding, at least in part, the burden of
[support] often borne by the general citizenry
through welfare programs.1 Citing, Utah Code
Ann. §78-45-b-l.l (1987); Peterson v.
Peterson, 74 Utah Adv. Rep. 26, 28 (1988).
As stated in Martinez v. Martinez, 748 P.2d 593, 595
(Utah App. 1988):
"Utah Code Ann. §78-45-3, -4 (1987)
established the obligation of both parents to
support their children and f[a] child's right
to that support is paramount.1 Citing,
Woodward v. Woodward, 709 P.2d 393, 394 (Utah
1985) 'The Utah Supreme Court continued, 'the
Trial Court may fashion such equitable Orders
in relation to the children and their support
as is reasonable and necessary, considering
not only the needs of the children, but also
the ability of the parent to pay.'
In Race v. Race, 740 P.2d 253, 255 (Utah 1988), the
Court again underscored the importance of the child's rights when
it stated:
"Although the awarding of visitation and child
support is within the Court's discretion, the
Court must consider the child's paramount
right to and need for his parents support.
(Citation omitted) The Court-Ordered child
support is an obligation imposed for the benefit of the children, not the divorcing
spouse."
Finally, the Utah Supreme Court in Lord v. Shaw, 682
P.2d 853 (Utah 1984), addressed the broad equitable power of a
Trial Court relating to child support:

-15-

"In matters concerning the custody and support
of children, because of their highly equitable
nature, it is appropriate for the Trial Court
to take into consideration the entire circumstances in making any order of enforcement
of the decree, by contempt or otherwise having
in mind his equitable powers, to make any
adjustments he may think fair and justified."
Lord v. Shaw, at 856.
During the last five years, several factors have significantly increased the cost of supporting the Carlesonfs minor
daughter which the Court failed to consider as a change of circumstance.

Since the entry of the Decree of Divorce, the child's

age increased by five years. When the Decree of Divorce was
entered in this case, the parties1 child was only three years old
and not attending school.

She is now eight years old.

She

requires daycare which costs $2.50 per hour (Trans., P.9), and
averages $133.00 per month.

(Plaintifffs Exhibit "26")

She now

requires books, uniforms for school, fees for skating lessons,
costs for piano and gymnastic lessons, all as a part of growing
up.

The Court also failed to consider increased costs of child

rearing due to inflation.

The Lower Court errored by failing to

consider these factors as a change of circumstance.

In Naylor

v. Naylor, 700 P.2d 707 (Utah 1985), the Court held that the
increased age and costs of supporting a child can create a
substantial change of circumstance.
During the past two years, the minor child of the parties suffered severe medical problems which have resulted in
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needs for increased care as well as increased costs. These factors which effect the costs of caring for the child were not adequately considered by the Court•

As a result of her illness, the

child now requires continual medications.

She also requires

counseling and therapy to be able to better deal with her
illness.

Finally, her illness has resulted in food intake which

is one and one-half to two times what is normally expected for a
child her age. Again, these factors constitute a substantial
change in circumstance such that the Court should have considered
these factors and required a greater contribution by the
Defendant to the child's support.

It should be noted by this

Court that the Plaintiff did not allege a substantial change in
circumstance in Defendant's income in her Petition, but only that
the Defendant's income is sufficient to require that he provide
more support for the parties' child because the child now
requires increased costs for support as a result of her medical
needs, increased age and inflation.
The Lower Court's finding of no substantial change in
circumstance should be reversed to direct the Court to enter findings that due to increased costs of caring for the child, these
factors must be considered, a change of circumstance must be
found and an increase in child support should be ordered.
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IV.
THE PLAINTIFF IS IN NEED OF ASSISTANCE FROM THE DEFENDANT
TO MEET THE REQUIREMENT OF PAYING ATTORNEY'S FEES
AND COSTS WHICH SHE INCURRED IN THE LOWER COURT
MATTER AND WHICH SHE WILL INCUR ON APPEAL, THE LOWER
COURT ERRORED BY AWARDING PLAINTIFF ONLY $500.00 OF HER
ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS.
The Utah Supreme Court has held that the primary issue
to be addressed when awarding attorney's fees is need of the
requesting party and the other party's ability to pay; when
"need" is established, the requesting party must demonstrate the
reasonableness of the fees requested.

Beals v. Beals, 682 P.2d

862, 864 (Utah 1984); Kerr v. Kerr, 610 P.2d 1380, 1384 (Utah
1980); Christensen v. Christensen, 667 P.2d 592, 596 (Utah 1983).
In the Beals case, supra., the Court upheld the Trial
Court's award of attorney's fees based upon Mrs. Beals' financial
need which was demonstrated by the disparity in incomes between
Mrs. Beals and Mr. Beals.

The Court stated:

"Mrs. Beals' testimony demonstrated her financial need. In the three years previous to the
trial, her yearly income averaged only
$6,500.00. Mr. Beals' income was well over
$50,000.00 for those years." Beals v. Beals,
at P.864.
Further, the Beals Court addressed the reasonableness of Mrs.
Beals1 attorney's time involved by reviewing the difficulty
caused by the Defendant Mr. Beals.
"The record demonstrates the necessity of the
time spent. Throughout the pre-trial state,
Mr. Beals consistently refused to cooperate in
-18-

retaining counsel and in providing discovery,
and was ultimately jailed for contempt because
of his refusal to be deposed. This noncooperation required [Mrs. Beals' attorney] to
spend extra hours in compelling discovery and
in preparing for the case. The trial Judge
was familiar with these facts at the time of
trial. We, therefore, affirm the $8,812.73
award to [Mrs. Beals1 attorney]." Beals v. Beals,
at P.864.
It has long been established that an award of attorney's
fees may be granted in a domestic proceeding when a party has
satisfactorily demonstrated need.

In this matter, the

Plaintiff/Appellant has limited income which she must use to pay
attorney's fees incurred as a result of the necessity of seeking
an increase in child support.

The Plaintiff earned only

$24,000.00 gross income in 1988, while the Defendant earned in
excess of $200,000.00 gross income.
This matter should be reversed and remanded to the
Lower Court with instructions to the Lower Court to award
Plaintiff attorney's fees both for the trial of Plaintiff's
Petition and for this appeal, contingent upon Plaintiff's
demonstration of need and the ability of the Defendant to pay
such fees.
CONCLUSION
The lower Court errored in this matter by failing to
take into account the Defendant's gross income for purposes of

-19-

determing child support and disregarding as part of the
Defendant's gross income, funds which he, as the primary
stockholder, deferred back to his corporation.

If the Court had

considered these matters, there would have been a sufficient
change of circumstance to allow the Court to enter an Order
awarding the Plaintiff an increase of child support.
The Court further errored by failing to take into
account the increased medical needs of the child, and the
increased costs of raising the child due to her increase in age
and inflation during the five years which it elapsed since the
entry of the Decree of Divorce.

The matter should be reversed

and remanded to the lower Court with instruction to take these
additional costs into consideration as a change of circumstance
and to direct the lower Court to order an appropriate increase in
child support relating to these increased costs.
Finally, the Court's Orders on attorney's fees should be
reversed and remanded with instructions to the Lower Court that
based upon an appropriate showing of need and the relative ability of the Defendant to pay Plaintiff's attorney's fees that an
award of attorney's fees for the trial on Plaintiff's Petition
and on this appeal should be granted.
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DATED this X

day of January, 1990.
LITTLEFIELD & PETERSON

[. PETERSON
Attorney for Appellant
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
I hereby certify that on this ^A"

day of January, 1990,

I caused four true and correct copies of the foregoing BRIEF OF
APPELLANT to be served upon Allan M. Metos, attorney for
Defendant/Respondent, 623 East 100 Sou>tf/Salt Lake City, Utah
84102.

41100 41104
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Exibit "A"

OPERATION OF THE COURTS

Rule 4-904

In divorce cases, one evaluator shall perform the evaluation on both
JS and shall submit a written report to the court, unless one of the proive custodians resides outside of the jurisdiction of the court. In those
, two individual evaluators may be appointed. The evaluators must conrior to the commencement of the evaluation to establish appropriate
lines and criteria and shall submit only one joint report to the Court.
Evaluators must consider and respond to each of the following factors:
(A) the child's preference;
(B) the benefit of keeping siblings together;
(C) the relative strength of the child's bond with one or both of the
prospective custodians;
(D) the general interest in continuing previously determined custody
irrangements where the child is happy and well adjusted;
(E) factors relating to the prospective custodians' character or status or
heir capacity or willingness to function as parents, including:
(i) moral character and emotional stability;
(ii) duration and depth of desire for custody;
(iii) ability to provide personal rather than surrogate care;
(iv) significant impairment of ability to function as a parent
through drug abuse, excessive drinking or other causes;
(v) reasons for having relinquished custody in the past;
(vi) religious compatibility with the child;
(vii) kinship, including in extraordinary circumstances stepparent
status;
(viii) financial condition;
(F) any other factors deemed important by the evaluator, the parties,
or the court.

ie 4-904. Child support guidelines,
nt:
> improve the equity of child support awards by providing uniform and
istent standards.
> improve the efficiency of the adjudication process by facilitating volunsettlements and reducing court or administrative agency time required to
Ive contested cases.
) establish a procedure to periodically review and assess the guidelines.
) establish a process for providing recommendations on child support
rds to the court based upon guidelines developed from empirical data and
cy considerations after thorough study and review.
ilicability:
his rule shall apply to all courts of record. It is recommended that adminisive agencies involved in setting child support amounts, which are not
ject to existing court orders, follow the guidelines as adopted.
tement of the Rule:
L) Adoption and publication of guidelines. The Council shall establish
guidelines for child support awards in judicial proceedings. The
ielines shall be published annually as an appendix to this Code.
k adopt

Rule 4-904
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(2) Application of guidelines.
(A) The guidelines are advisory to the court. Final orders in all cases
shall be made at the discretion of the court based upon the facts of the
individual case.
(B) Worksheets and a child support schedule are contained in the *
guidelines and published as an Appendix to this Code. The applicable
worksheets must be completed in accordance with the instructions contained in the guidelines and submitted to the court with supporting financial verification and an affidavit of compliance.
(C) The guidelines apply to all cases, not just those that are litigated,
including divorce, separation and paternity. They apply regardless of the
gender of the custodial parent.
(3) Update and revision.
(A) Establishment of standing committee. A committee of the Board
of District Judges is hereby established to review the implementation of
the child support guidelines. The Board, in consultation with the Management Committee of the Council, shall appoint the members of the committee. The membership of the committee shall be as follows:
(i) three District judges;
(ii) one Domestic Relations Court Commissioner;
(iii) one Court of Appeals judge;
(iv) one attorney appointed by the State Bar Association specializing in domestic law;
(v) one representative from the Office of Recovery Services;
(vi) two non-lawyer citizen representatives: one representing the
custodial parent's interests and one representing the non-custodial
parent's interests.
(B) Committee meetings. The committee shall meet as often as
deemed necessary for a period of one year, beginning in October, 1988,
The committee shall monitor application of the guidelines and recommend to the Council, through the Board, modification of the guidelines or
procedures implementing the guidelines. The committee shall study any
issues related to child support when requested by the Board or the Council.
(C) Reporting requirements. The committee shall submit its recommendations and report to the Board of District Court Judges no later than
September of 1989. The Board shall in turn submit the committee's report
and the Board's recommendations to the Council no later than November
of 1989.

Exibit "B"

APPENDIX H
UNIFORM CHILD SUPPORT
GUIDELINES
l OVERVIEW — DETERMINATION OF CHILD
SUPPORT*
hiidelines Advisory: The guidelines are advisory to the court. Final
i in all cases shall be made at the discretion of the court based upon the
of the individual case.
Worksheets Mandatory: Two worksheets and a child support schedule
icluded in the guidelines packet. The worksheets represent sole custody
plit custody situations. THE APPLICABLE WORKSHEETS MUST
COMPLETED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE INSTRUCTIONS
TAINED HEREIN AND SUBMITTED TO THE COURT WITH
PORTING FINANCIAL VERIFICATION. Child support is deter1 By calculating (a) the parties' available income; (b) the child support
and (c) the child support obligation. The schedule lists amounts of cornadjusted gross income.
Application: The guidelines apply to all cases, not just those that are
ted, including divorce, separation, and paternity. They apply regardless
e gender of the custodial parent.
Application to Existing Orders: THE ADOPTION OF THESE GUIDESS AND ANY CONSEQUENT IMPACT ON EXISTING CHILD
PORT ORDERS DOES NOT CONSTITUTE A SUBSTANTIAL
LNGE OF CIRCUMSTANCES TO INDEPENDENTLY ALLOW
HFICATTON OF AN EXISTING ORDER, Petitions for modification of
ing child support orders in place on October 30, 1988 will be considered
case-by-case basis. Courts have continuing jurisdiction to modify child
ort orders under circumstances amply described by present case law to
mce the welfare of the child when there is a material change in circumces. In determining requested modifications of support orders entered
r to the effective date of the guidelines, the court will consider the totality
le present circumstances of the parties and avoid modifications which
Id work undue hardship on the parties or any children presently depen; thereon.
Second Family Obligations: Natural born or adopted children from a
nd family of the noncustodial parent whose child support obligation was
after the adoption of these guidelines will not be considered to lower an
ting child support award. However, in any modification proceeding
ight by the custodial parent of the first family to raise child support, all
oral born and adopted children of the noncustodial parent will be considI in determining whether the award should be increased. In applying the
ielines, the court may use the schedule reflecting the total number of
ural and adopted children the noncustodial parent is supporting.
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6. Taxes and Social Security: Mandatory state and federal taxes and social
security deductions have been used in setting award amounts using estimates
of after-tax income compiled by the U.S. Bureau of the Census. There is no
separate computation of these amounts since the deductions are built into the
basic child support need figures used in the schedules.
7. Tax Exemption: The basic child support need figures were further adjusted reflecting the assumption that the custodial parent would receive the
tax exemptions for all children. If the custodial parent relinquishes the tax
exemptions, this could be grounds for an adjustment in the basic award.
8. Default: In a default hearing, the moving party is required to bring to
court a completed child support worksheet, financial verification and an Affidavit indicating either: 1) that the amount of child support requested meets at
least the minimum level of support required under the guidelines, or 2) that
the amount of child support requested does not meet at least the minimum'
level of support required under the guidelines. (Sample of Affidavit follows.) If
the required documentation of income is not available, the court may accept a
verified representation of the defaulting party's income by the moving party
based on the best evidence available. The evidence shall be in affidavit form
and may only be received into evidence after a copy has been provided to the
defaulting party in accordance with Utah Rules of Civil Procedure.
9. Uncontested Hearings: In an uncontested hearing, the moving party is
required to come to court with a completed child support worksheet, financial
verification and an Affidavit indicating either: 1) that the amount of child
support agreed upon meets at least the minimum level of support required
under the guidelines, or 2) that the amount of child support agreed upon does
not meet at least the minimum level of support required under the guidelines.
(Sample of Affidavit follows.).
^
10. Joint Physical Custody: Joint physical custody, because of its factual,
complexities, is better handled on a case by case method. The sole custody
worksheet should generally be used unless the children spend 35% of overnights with the secondary custodial parent. Evidence indicates that it costs
more to rear children under a joint custody arrangement. Generally an
amount equal to 50 percent of the support award, as determined by using the
guidelines, should be added to determine the total costs of support necessary
in such situations. This total cost would then be divided between the parents
based upon the percentage of time the child spends in each household.
* A copy of the task force study upon which the Judicial Council based its guidelines is available
for inspection at the Administrative Office of the Courts.

CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES
IN THE
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DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

Plaintiff,

CHILD SUPPORT AFFIDAVIT
(DEFAULT)
Civil No

Defendant.

1. I hereby certify that to the best of my knowledge and belief, the
lupport amount requested is based upon the plaintiffs income and the
vidence available of the defaulting party's income.
2. I hereby certify that the child support amount requested: (Check
the following:)
(a) meets the minimum level of support
required under the Utah Child Support Guidelines.
(b) does not meet the minimum level of
support required under the Utah Child Support
Guidelines.
Attorney for Plaintiff
or Plantiff if Appearing
Pro Se

xy)

IN THE

DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

Plaintiff,

CHILD SUPPORT AFFIDAVIT
(UNCONTESTED)
Civil No

Defendant.

1. We, the undersigned, certify that the child support amount agreed
a by the parties is based upon full disclosure by both parties of present and
vant historical income.
2. We, the undersigned, certify that the child support amount agreed
n: (Check one of the following:)

Appx. H
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(a) meets the minimum level of support
required under the Utah Child Support Guidelines.
(b) does not meet the minimum level of
support required under the Utah Child Support
Guidelines.

(Notary)

Attorney for Plaintiff
or Plantiff if Appearing
Pro Se

(Notary)

Attorney for Defendant
or Defendant if Appearing
Pro Se

II. INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING WORKSHEET:
SOLE CUSTODY
(See Sample Worksheet below.)
A, INCOME.
1. Gross Monthly Income of Each Parent. (Enter in whole dollars on
worksheet lines la and lb.) Only the income of the natural parents of the
child is used to determine support.
(a) Gross Income Definition: Gross income includes income from any
source except as may be excluded elsewhere in the guidelines, and includes, but is not limited to, income from salaries, wages, commissions,
royalties, bonuses, rents, dividends, severance pay, pensions, interest,
trust income, alimony from previous marriages, annuities, capital gains,
social security benefits, worker's compensation benefits, unemployment
insurance benefits, subsidies received by reason of employment, and disability insurance benefits. Additionally, business expense account payments for items such as meals, automobile expenses and lodging should
be included to the extent that they provide the recipient parent with
something he or she would otherwise have to provide.
Specifically excluded are the following: alimony awarded in the instant
case; Aid to Families with Dependent Children and other similar welfare
benefits being received by a parent; and benefits received under a housing
subsidy program, the Job Training Partnership Act, S.S.I., Medicaid and
food stamps, or General Assistance.
(b) Self Employment: Gross income from self-employment or operation
of a business is defined as: Gross receipts minus minimum necessary
expenses required for self-employment or business operation. In general,
income and expense from self-employment or operation of a business
should be carefiilly reviewed to determine an appropriate level of gross
income available to the parent to satisfy a child support award. This
amount will ordinarily differ from a determination of business income for
tax purposes. Specifically, only those expenses necessary to allow the
business to operate at a reasonable level should be deducted from gross
receipts.

CHILD SUPPORT GUIDELINES
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(c) Verification: Gross income, whenever possible, should first be comuted on an annual basis and then recalculated to determine the average
ross monthly income. Suitable documentation of current earnings must
B provided and should include year-to-date pay stubs and employer
tetements. Documentation of current earnings should be supplemented
ith copies of the last three years of tax returns to provide verification of
arnings over time. Historical earnings will be used to determine whether
n underemployment or overemployment situation exists.
(d) Imputed Income: Where a hearing has been held and a finding
aade by the judge that either parent is voluntarily underemployed or
Lnemployed, earning capacity should be imputed to that parent based
ipon employment potential and probable earnings as derived from work
listory, occupation qualifications, and prevailing earnings for persons of
(imilar backgrounds in the community. If one parent has no recent work
listory, income will be imputed at least at the federal minimum wage for
i forty-hour work week. Before a greater income is imputed, the judge
3hould enter specific findings of fact as to the evidentiary basis for the
imputation.
Exceptions: Income should not be imputed if any of the following conditions exist:
(1) The reasonable costs of day care for the parties' minor children
approach or equal the amount of income the custodial parent can
earn;
(2) A parent is physically or mentally disabled to the extent where
he or she cannot earn minimum wage;
(3) A parent is engaged in education or retraining to establish
basic job skills; or
(4) Unusual emotional and/or physical needs of the child require
the custodial parent's presence in the home.
(e) Child's Income: The earnings of a child who is the subject of a child
support award should not be considered income to either parent for purposes of the guidelines. However, Social Security benefits received by a
child will be credited as child support to the parent upon whose earning
record it is based. Other unearned income of the child may be considered
as income available to the custodial parent depending upon the circumstances of each case.
'• Pre-Existing Child Support and/or Alimony Orders. (Enter in whole dols on worksheet, lines 2a and 2b.) Child support previously ordered and
ually paid for children of a prior relationship and/or alimony previously
lered and actually paid is deducted from gross income. Proof of payment of
:h child support and/or alimony should be required before the deduction is
owed. Payments on child support arrearages will not be deducted from
>ss income.
3- Adjusted Gross Income. (Worksheet, lines 3a, 3b, and 3c.) Subtract from
ie 1 any figures entered on line 2 for each parent. The totals, 3a and 3b, are
en added to reach line 3c: the combined adjusted gross income of the parties.
4. Proportionate Share of Combined Income. (Worksheet, lines 4a and 4b.)
ie figures entered on lines 3a and 3b are each divided by the figure on line
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3c to determine each parent's proportionate share of combined income: lines
4a and 4b. Round to the nearest whole number.
B. CHILD SUPPORT NEED,
To determine the child support need, the number of children per age group
are listed on the worksheet lines 5a, 5b, and 5c. The total number of children
is entered on line 5d. The child support obligation is determined by use of the
Schedule appropriate to the total number of children. The schedule amount
per child is listed by age group on lines 6a, 6b and 6c. To determine the
schedule amount, the combined adjusted gross income from line 3c is used
with the schedule appropriate to the total number of children in line 5d. A
total amount of child support need is entered on lines 7a, 7b, and 7c. Those
figures are obtained by multiplying lines 5a times 6a to reach 7a; lines 5b
times 6b to reach 7b; lines 5c times 6c to reach 7c; and adding lines 7a plus 7b
plus 7c to reach 7d.
1. Adjustments. (Enter in whole dollars on worksheet, line 8.)
(a) Health and Dental Insurance Premiums for Children (Enter in
whole dollars on worksheet, line 8):
The costs incurred for the child's portion of the insurance premium(s)
should be added to the basic child support need. The parent who can
obtain the most favorable medical/dental and optical insurance coverage
for the benefit of the minor children at the lowest cost should generally be
ordered to do so. If economically beneficial to the minor children, both
parents should be ordered to provide such insurance,. The costs incurred
for the child's portion of the insurance premium(s) will be allocated in
proportion to income. Those non-covered routine medical and dental expenses will be borne by the custodial parent. Routine expenses include
routine office visits, physical examinations and immunizations.
(b) Total Support Need (Worksheet line 9): This figure is obtained by
adding lines 7d and 8.
a CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION.
To determine each parent's share of the child support obligation, his or her
proportionate share of combined income (lines 4a and 4b) is multiplied by the
total support need on line 9. The figure is entered for each parent on lines 10a
and 10b.
A credit is then given for actual payments made by either parent for health
and dental insurance premiums for the children (line 8). This credit is entered
on lines 11a and l i b as appropriate.
The total child support obligation for each parent is then calculated by
subtracting the credit on lines 11a and l i b from the parent's share of the child
support obligation on lines 10a and 10b. The amounts are entered on lines 12a
and 12b.
D. OTHER.
1* Extended Visitation. This amount applies only to the non-custodial parent and to those months in which the order specifies that the child spend at
least 25 of 30 consecutive days with that parent. The amount entered on lines
12a and 12b, as appropriate, is multiplied by .75 to reach a final amount of
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Id support due from the non-custodial parent during an extended visitation
nth. The figure is entered on line 13a or 13b, as appropriate.
Work-Related Child Care Costs. The reasonable costs of child care exises actually incurred should be entered on line 14. The child care costs
siderfcd are child care costs to allow the custodial parent to work. To deterle each parent's share of the work-related child care costs, the proportionshare of combined income (lines 4a and 4b) is multiplied by the workited child care costs on line 14. The figure is entered for each parent on
is 15a and 15b.
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DISTRICT COURT
COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

, )
Plaintiff,

)
)
)

vs.

CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION WORKSHEET
(SOLE CUSTODY)

)
, )

Roger KT Jones
Defendant.

Civil No.

88-CV1278

)

AVAILABLE INCOME
Gross Monthly Income

Plaintiff
la 1.000

Defendant
lb 3.000

Pre-Existing Alimony or Child Support
Orders You Have Paid

2*

2b

0

Adjusted Gross Income
3a 1.000
(#U - #2* - #3a, #lb - #2b - #3b. #3* • #3b - #3c)
Proportionate Share of Combined Income

4a

28

400

3b 2.600
x

4b

CQSIMQS^

72

3c 3.600
%

(#3a - f # 3 c - #4a. #3b + #3c - #4b)

CHILD SUPPORT NEED
Age Group
0-6
7-15
16-18
Total
Number of Children per Age Group
5a 1
5b 2
5c Q_
5d 3
(#5a • #5b • #5c « #5d)
Schedule Amount per Child
6a 253
6b 307
6c
(use the combined adjusted gross income from #3c and the schedule appropriate to the
total number of children in #5d)
Total A m o u n t
7a 253
7b 614
7c
0
(#5a x #6a « #7a, #5b x #6b - #7b. #5c x #6c « #7c, #7a • #7b • #7c - #7d)

7d 867

Health and Dental Insurance Premiums For Children

8

Total Support Need

9 m

12

(#7d 4 #8 - #9)

CHILD SUPPORT OBLIGATION
Share of Obligation

Plaintiff
10a

263

Defendant
10b

676

lib

72

12b

604

(#4a x #9 - #10a, #4b x 09 - #10b)

Credit for Actual Payments in #8

Ua

Parent's Total Child Support Obligation

12a

(#10a - #11* - #12a, #10b - #11b - #12b)

263

Combined
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MDED VISITATION

Plaintiff

Defendant

Combined

(tended visitation amount applies only to the non-custodial parent and to those
s in which the order specifies that the child spend at least 25 of 30 consecutive days
hat parent.
tit Paid During Extended Visitation

13a

i3b 453

t .75 - #13a, #12b x .75 - #13b)

} CARE COSTS
Related Child Care Costs
t's Share of Child Care Costs

14 250
15a

70

16a__
16b

X

15b 180

#14 - #15a, #4b x #14 « #15b)

UATION INFORMATION
i a new order
nodification?
5 a modification, enter the
nt of the prior order,
ate of its entry,
he state in which it was entered.
5 a contested action,
Kilated award,
iefault?

17
18
19__
20a_
20b____X
20c_

• the amount of the award.

21___

m

s the amount specified by the
.line?

22

Yes

Actual forms are available from the Clerk of the Court.
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Third judlciai District
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ALLAN M. METOS #2249
Attorney for Defendant
623 East First South
P.O. Box 11643
Salt Lake City, Utah 84147-0643
(801) 363-9345

SALT
LAKECfX
COUNTY
SALT LAKE

p^

Depiti Clark

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
1
i

KATHRYN C. CARLESON,

FINDINGS OF FACTS AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

Plaintiff,

[i

V.
ROBERT ALLAN CARLESON,

CIVIL NO. D--83-4245

|
JUDGE JAMES S. SAWAYA

Defendant.

THIS matter

having come

on regularly for trial on the 25th

day of April, 1989, and concluded
Honorable

James

entitled Court.
by

Judith

R.

S.

Sawaya,

one

on

May

of

the

rested,

evidenced

Wolbach,

Defendant

closed

sufficiency of

1989,

before the

judges of the above-

Plaintiff appeared in person and was represented
Defendant

appeared

represented by Allan M. Metos, Plaintiff
and

2,

and

introduced
Court

the evidence

in the premises, does now make

in

person and was

introduced her evidence

his evidence and rested, the

having

inquired

into

the

legal

so adduced, and being fully advised
and adopt

the following Findings

of Fact:
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

That

the

Defendant's
1

real disposable income has not

increased since the entry of the Divorce Decree but has decreased
due to the lack of automobile sales of his business.
2.

That

there

was

no

evidence

adduced to support the

increase of child support.
3.

That the minor child

Heather's health

is good

and her

medical prognosis is good.
4.

That the minor child Heather is an excellent student and

is doing exceptionally well at her school.
5.

That there are no medical reasons

educational

standing

of

said

minor

or problems

child

that

with the

requires the

elimination of Wednesday overnight visitation with Defendant.
6.

That

there

was

not

sufficient

evidence

adduced to

support the Defendant's Petition for Joint Custody.
7.

That based

counsel in open

on the Stipulation of the parties and their

Court

the

Court

finds

the

Decree

should be

modified to include:
A.

Summertime

Decree failed to
should be

Vacation

provide

given TWO

the month of August

for

Visitation.

summer

visitation

(2) uninterrupted
each

year

as

That original
and Defendant

and consecutive weeks in

visitation

with

said minor

child.
B.
E. Carleson

Grandparent Visitation.
and

Annabelle

That Grandparents, Robert

Carleson's

Petition

for Visitation

based on said Stipulation, should be awarded FIVE (5) consecutive
days each year visitation on reasonable
be entitled

to exercise

any visitation
2

notice to

Plaintiff and

on the days awarded the

Defendant,
8*

That said Decree should be modified to reflect

pattern of

the past

behavior activity and circumstances of the parties as

follows:
A.

Medical Expenses.

to continue

to pay

That

Defendant should

be order

the insurance premiums on a health insurance

policy for the use and benefit of said minor child.
B.
and

School Expenses.

circumstances

of

THIRDS (2/3) of the
Marks

School

expenses.

and

The

the

That it has been the past pattern

parties

minor child's
Plaintiff

Decree

has

should

that the Defendant pay TWO-

expenses at
paid

be

Rowland Hall/St.

ONE-THIRD (1/3) of said

modified

to

reflect

said

agreement between the parties.
9.

That Defendant

contributes a

greater portion of child

support than that of the Plaintiff, and Plaintiff's claim for the
award of income tax exemption on minor child shall be denied.
10.

That Plaintiff

should be awarded FIVE HUNDRED DOLLARS

($500.00) attorney fees for the use and benefit of her attorney.
FROM the foregoing Findings

of

Facts

the

Court

made the

for

Modification of

following:
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

That

the

Plaintiff's

Visitation and Suspension of

Petition

Wednesday

overnight

visitation be

denied.
2.
3.

That Defendant's Petition for Joint Custody be denied.
That Plaintiff's

Petition for
3

Increased Child Support

and claim for dependant

exemption for

State and

Federal income

tax purposes be denied.
4.

That

Plaintiff

is

awarded

the

sum of FIVE HUNDRED

DOLLARS ($500.00) for attorney's fees.
5.

That the Divorce Decree be modified to provide:
A.

Carleson for

Grandparent visitation for Robert
at least

FIVE (5)

the minor child, together

E. and Annabelle

consecutive days each year with

with the

right of

visitation anytime

available to the Defendant.
B.

Defendant Robert A. Carleson, the right to TWO (2)

consecutive weeks of visitation during the

month of

August each

year with said minor child.
C.

Defendant be ordered to continue to pay premiums on

health insurance policy now in existence for the

use and benefit

of Heather Carleson.
D.

That the parties continue to split the expenses of

the education of Heather
been their

practice in

and Rowland

Hall/St. Marks

School has

the past [Defendant TWO-THIRDS (2/3) and

Plaintiff ONE-THIRD (1/3)].
DATED this *?7 day of

>^^£<i^

1989.

DI£TOICT COURT JUDGE
CAR-FF

4

fins s8T8K?y mm
Third Judicial District

JUN 2 7 1989
ALLAN M. METOS #2249
Attorney for Defend
623 East First Sou
P.O. Box 11643
Salt Lake City, Utah
(801) 363-9345

47-0643

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

KATHRYN C. CARLESON,

]i

DECREE OF MODIFICATION

Plaintiff,

v.

i-

CIVIL NO. D-83-4245

/ ^ / ^ y?6

ROBERT ALLAN CARLESON,
Defendant.

THIS matter

i

having come

JUDGE JAMES S. SAWAYA

on regularly for trial on the 25th

day of April, 1989, and concluded
Honorable

James

entitled Court.
by

Judith

R.

S.

Sawaya,

one

on

May

of

the

rested,

evidenced

Wolbach,

Defendant

closed

sufficiency of
in the

1989,

before the

judges of the above-

Plaintiff appeared in person and was represented
Defendant

appeared

represented by Allan M. Metos, Plaintiff
and

2,

and

introduced
Court

the evidence

premises,

and

in

person and was

introduced her evidence

his evidence and rested, the

having

inquired

into

the

legal

so adduced, and being fully advised

heretofore

made

Findings

of

Facts and

Conclusions of Law entered the following judgment.
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED:
1.

That

Plaintiff's

Petition
1

for

Modification

of the

Divorce

Decree

to

limit Defendant's visitation, increase child

support, and for the award of

income tax

dependant exemption be

the same is hereby denied.
2*

That Defendant

Robert A. Carleson's Cross-Petition for

Joint Custody be and the same is hereby denied.
3.

That the Divorce Decree presently entered

by this Court

be modified as follows:
A.

Visitation.

Plaintiff

uninterrupted consecutive weeks

of

to

visitation

awarded
with

TWO

(2)

said minor

child during the month of August each year.
B.

Educational Expenses.

Defendant is ordered to pay

the tuition, book, and educational expenses

of said

minor child

while enrolled in Rowland Hall/St. Marks School as he has done in
the past. [Defendant is to pay TWO-THIRDS (2/3)

of said expenses

and Plaintiff is to pay ONE-THIRD (1/3) of said expenses].
C.

Medical Expenses.

Defendant is order to continue

to pay the premiums for medical insurance for said minor

chid as

he has done in the past.
4. * That the

Visitation Petition of Robert E. Carleson and

Annabelle Carleson, the natural grandparents based on the parties
Stipulation is granted to be exercised as follows:
A.

On reasonable

notice to

Plaintiff, that FIVE (5)

consecutive days is awarded each year.
B.

During any

visitation

time

of

the

Defendant be

granted.
5.

That

Plaintiff

is

awarded
2

the

sum of FIVE HUNDRED

DOLLARS ($500.00)

for attorney's fees for the use and benefit of

her counsel, each party is

to

bear

other

attorney's

costs.

DATED this'^lZday

of

, < 2 ^ * * r ^ ^ ' 1989.

SAWAYA
COURT JUi E
CAR-DM

3

fees and

Exibit "D"

340

84

U.S. Individual income Tn Hetuffi
nfc«ff 51

.iry I l'*

'oof toctal t«tuf«tf

ROBERT

CftRLESON

fl

LU2_

.jji-

"vjr^b**

^t6£8

Spou*« t tocial t « c u n t y

numb*

2777 SO CLAYBOURNE
Your occuoation

SALT LAKE CITY UTAH 84109
taittaJ

^

g Status
only
ox.

XX

v
'es" A.-'/
not c a~q'? your 'ax
or reauce yOjr refuna.

No Note: Checking
i

No

For Privacy Act and Paperwork Reduction Act Notice, see instructions.

Single

Married filing joint return (even \i only one had income)
Married filing separate return. Enter spouse's full name here.
Head of household. If the qualifying person is your unmarried cMd. write chiWs name.

Qualifying widow(er) with dependent child (Year spouse died

XX

Yourself

(See page 6 of Instructions.)

19

•

65 or over

Blind

65 or over

Blind

Spouse
c First names of your dependent children who lived with you

mptkxts
s check
3x labeled
elf.
t other
; if they

Yes

jf joint return, does your spouse want $1 to go to this fund?.

1
2
3
4
5
6a
b

XX

Yes

Do you want SI to go to this fund?

on Campaign ^

AUTO DEALER

Spouse's occupation

Enter number of
boxes checked
on 6a and c
•
inter number
of children
listed on 6c

d Other dependents:

HEATHER CARLESON

;4j D»d dependent
*-ave income of
SI.000 or more'

(31 Number of
months Itved
in youf home

(2) RelatKWisn«j

»li Nan>«

DAUGHTER

NO

0

(5) OKJ you Ofov<ie
more tfvan one r&# oi
dependent's suxxxr

Enter number
ot other
dependents

YES

Add numoers
entered in

—__-____—————
Total number of exemptions claimed

e attach
B of vour
s W-2, W-2G
V-2P here.
i do not have
!. see
4 of
ictions.

. . sexes above

.37, 305

7

Wages, salaries, tips, etc

8

Interest income (also attach Schedule B if over $400)

9a Dividends (anacn Schedule 8 if over $400)
c Subtract line 9D from line 9a and enter the result

10
11
12
13
14
15
It

737 \

056
, 9b Exclusion

100
9c

697

10
11
12

Refunds of State and local income taxes
Alimony received

•

:

Business income or (loss) (attach Schedule C)

13
14

Capital gam or doss) (attach Schedule D)
40% capital gam distributions not reported on line 13 (See page 9 of Instructions).
Supplemental gams or (losses) (attach Form 4797)
Fully taxable pensions, IRA distributions, and annuities not reported on line 17 . . . .

17a Other pensions and annuities, including rollovers. Total received

| 17aj

b Taxable amount. ii any. from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions
18

Rents, royalties, partnerships, estates, trusts, etc. (attach Schedule E)

19

Farm income or (loss) (attach Schedule F)

20a Unemployment compensation (insurance). Total received

81,£45

\ 20aJ

b Taxable amount, if any, from worksheet on page 10 of Instructions

ie

h check
oney
r here.

18

2 l a Social security benefits, (see page 10 of Instructions)

L£i?J_
21b {

b Taxable amount, if any, from the worksheet on page 11 of Instructions .
22

Other income

23

Add lines 7 through 22. This is your total income

24

Moving expense (attach Form 3903 or 3903F)

24

25

Employee business expenses (attach Form 2106)

25

iustments
ncome

26a IRA deduction, from the worksheet on page 12

ucjon

27
28
29

Payments to a *eogh (H.R. 10) retirement plan
Penalty on eany withdrawal of savings
Ahmony paid

Jll)

30

Deduction tor a married couple when both work (attach Schedule W)

b tBA payments made m 1965 included in line 2 6 a ^

II, 30"

26a
2,000

27
28
29
30

>, 0 0 0

33

npuon
JC

on
13)

3 4 *

•

-t

y <;u

39

*

» •

r--- r> <Nt * " < . . < •

.•"•• r ' .»- ' -

«••

.» -•^' *•; * '+.+- '"•

40

Tax. Enter tax here and check if from

uding
ance

«

*.••*

4«

t

|

36

_qf), f,?q

Additional Taxes. (See page 14 of Instructions.) Enter here and check if from
j Form 4972. Q

JZL

' 1 7 , 7,flfl j
;-:, iWfl
:lfa, 3 6 8

| Tax Table, l y | Tax Rate Schedule X, Y, or Z, or
|

| Form 4970,

Form 5544

JZL

Add lines 38 and 39. Enter total.

40

49

Add lines 4 7 and 48. These are your total business and other credits..

50

Subtract jme 49 from 46. Enter the result (but not less than zero) . . . .

42
43
44

45
46

_as^&£ia

47
48

JL25
49
50
51
52
53
54
55

Serf-employment tax {attach Schedule SE)
Alternative minimum tax (attach Form 6251)
Tax from recaoture of investment credit (attach Form 4255)

qf=iT f . ? q

41

41 Credit for cniid and dependent care expenses (attach Form 2441)....
42 Credit for the elderly and the permanently and totally disabled . . . . . . .
43 Residential energy credit (attach Form 5695)
44 Partial credit for political contributions for which you have receipts....
45 Add lines 41 through 44 These are your total personal credits
46 Subtract line 45 from 40. Enter the result (but not less than zero) . . . .
47 Foreign tax crecit 'attach Form 1116)
Form 3800. y LFonm 3468,
44 General business creoit. Check if from

51
52
53
54
55

34b
35

| Schedule G

Form 5884. | ~ | Form 6478

ces

.*

. •.*•.**-• •• r'..

Multiply $1,000 by the total number of exemptions claimed on Form 1040. line 6e

|

!l4)

'

Taxable Income. Subtract line 36 from line 35
[

uc; on

ltM< .*> \ . * * • • • . < *

i heck here • " j | and see page 13 of the i n s u l t c^s Also sr* ;,.i K '*- . j <f
• You are roamed filing a separate return and your spouse itemizes deductions. OR
• You file form 4563. OR
• You are a cual status alien.
34b If you do not itemize deductions, and you have charitable contributions, complete the worksheet
on page 14. Then enter the allowable part of your contributions here
•
35 Subtract line 34a or 34b, whichever applies, from line 33

36
37
3t

Kiits

M**^'.*^

Caution: »t rOU t\ay^ ui'.tMf"*-:

>

-.

Social security tax on tip income not reported to employer (attach Form 4137).
Tax on an «KA <'a::acn form 5329)

435

,35, 134

nents)

/meats

54

Add imes 50 through 55. This <s your total tax.

57

Federal income tax withheld

57
58
59

54

1984 estimated tax payments and amount applied from 1983 return ..

ch
nsW-2.
3. and

59
^

Earned income creait. if line 33 is under $10,000, see page 16

p

61

Excess social security tax and RRTA tax withheld (two or more employers).

ont.

62

63

Amount paia with Form 4868
Credrt for Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels (attach Form 4136)..
Regulated investment Company credit (attach Form 2439)

56

q?% 1 9 4

60,36?

P 1 f 7?fi
3fl,B£4

60
61
62
63

64

Add lines 57 through 63. These are your total payments

64

65

If line 64 ,s 'arger than line 56. enter amount OVERPAIO . .

65

f u n d Or

6 6

Amount of ime 65 to De REFUNOCO TO YOU

KMJflt

$7

Amount of Ime 65 to be applied to your 1985 estimated tax .

U 0W6

68

'* , , n e 56 «s larger than line 64. enter AMOUNT YOU OWE. Attach check or money order for full amount \

66

67

payable to "internal revenue Service." Write your social security number and "1984 Form 1040" on it •

*ase
re

i

(Check • [7^\ .1 form 2210 (2210F) is attached.
$
gLJ
Under penalties •:» c-e"urv s vojre that I have examined this return and accompanying schedules and statements, and to ih«? rest of my knowledge and belief,
they are true, career, jna •. o~p»ete. Declaration of preoarer (other than taxpayer) is based on all information of which preparer has any knowledge.

YOLK signature

Date

Spouse's signature {if f<i"^ jointly. BOTH must sign)
Date

/

Check i

j Preparer's social security no.

Exibit "E"

02

ftgnndanini

Amended Resident
Individual Income Tax Return

Use this formtoamend any TC-40 or TC-40S
for tax years 1987 or earlier

&Mryo*ttMM<fc«,0tt*dto«tfttLiasO.

M^^O^

Ptmm £&»*&**

ltnaamA,iisa*mq>Qum'tkAiwnSr

*79\rzi vL2o
SpouM't toaai stouny nymbir '

(numb* and */«*inauingi spertmint numb* or rural iou5F

Couray (pravmce) S t * e « t o £ P code (kxttgn counuy)

,fr~r-/,*/r

Uayttrn*

^//-y

• t FmaSauxctMcfcora)
a.Sngte

•

lEampdons
a. Yourseif (enter *1")
b. Spouse (enter *1")
c O f w dependents
d. Total exemptions <
(add 2a, 2b and 2c)

@

DL neao oi nousenoxi
Jfa
c MarriedfiBngjoint return
Js.
d. Married fifing separate returns [ j&

1 Amended stale return type
a. TC-40 • Long form
b. TC-40 S - Short form

fe&

t 4. Tax year amended: 19
or fiscal year encfog.

a. ORIGINALLY REPORTED

8.
9.
1a
a
11
IX
14.
11
16L
17.
11

ReimmentlncfromSdt2onback«OveraQe6S? •Se*f"~f»Spousef"[
oeierdeductiQns(fromfneS,Schedule3onrevene)
Tort deductions (addfines6,7. a, and 9)
OeductfneiOtPomfneS
StaleinoometoidsductodastemizeddeduciononMrtSc^
O t w addons (from ine 3, S<^iedu^ 4 on reverse)
*•=
r^jSt
Totalofolierad(ttoni(addfneei2andl3)
• & " > •
UAtnbielnoQme(addinetilandinei4)
Utah tax (compute torn Rale SchetfcJes on back u s jamouptf
^ a m o u p t ^ e 15) ->
Utahueetax.tfappicatie
Taxltffty<addlnesl6and17)

44»

aftL^aV^ ^ ^ ^ t - A ^ M u J i a J ^ a l ^ fataaaftakia ahaa»« ^^^laCt^ftaaa^ ^^aaiaK^a^a^ai^aak^^K^J^S.

fcZsS
^rg

•

•« % * • • •—tit I I « * I '

V<r^/
TOWVQt/

JSZLZS-.
/<r-)z<?

**&>
1

V\*
21
•• ' t t e l

L Qffiefcridtt(lrowlw7.Sd>BdUt5onbaefcotffbTit--*1p .
i

(f?J*
.,19-

2SIS:
2oy?7
ZftP?

IIH^^^Tral

*PTV

2*

l a . uynfficome • « vvuiivti\aoacn v i y a u u u u w w
20. Q i A for taxes paid to wotherstatofatt^reiura
21. Ctedl lor Utah income I B paid on original rstxn or amendad.

\SS2x
[tbil

b. CORRECT AMOUNT

±22*}./
?^jfir
gfsa

5. ftdprf tdjustod2&ssIncome from federal return (see i n s t r u c J o n s ) — k
1 ( * f hemizedor Q Standard deduction
7. Personal exemptions ( t a n fne 3, Schedule I o n reverse)

•

S2*&?

xmrnwum
7
16
17
13
19
20
21
S
23

24. Previous refund received
29. ITSVIOUS nongams meow cumuupon
2& Ntfcndto(im23leaSnes24and2S)

27.
28.
a.
X.

UTAH
FORM
TO40X
(Rev, 11/87)

/^^ Z

/6Y72
J2.2D6.

ZI2I2
r-.rTg?

Aagu«tobtflEFUN0S)(Vii«26isgmartHn
MM0MtTAXOUE(Viw1«iigRaartMRfm28
taBaaonadMana1bidut(l2%parantwaontndut
Mma4u»(addlnK2S«nd29). PAY M FULL WITH IMS
Utoh Stale Tai CoMdMioi

iss c e r a t e * s-«n»c*,uu* S4m<aoo
ieipo*nr.i

OFFICIAL
USE ONLY
i end eoootopsnyina scfudufcw end ststamefts, and to ttwtwt of aw
(ether Siea taxpayer) is based oe a i kdorwiatioe el which praparar

Oale
Spo^sai0aaiu»0^joia*,betiiMUCT

OcfflBifwft

0*e
Date

PrtperaTs sodal security no.

OUP fOJM II4S • CAU (t1«| I 4 M M 7
Otportmtm of tut Trttivqr—trtomot *t»om* Some*
OMS No. 1545-0091
Dp^ot 9-30-9^

Amended U.S. Individua ncome Tax Return
(ft*. 0*00*1987)

This return it for calendar ytar »> 19 / 7 , OR fiscal year ended •
Yo^^nomoond«Hal(il|Ortr^urfi.«ttor^»powMfrumo»f^«rt»*<)

• 19
Ustnamo

T O W OOCiOl OOCOJftfy OMR0)Of

Prttsm Homo address (numO* on* stfttt Of curai «**•>. (H you novoaP.O.SocMtlmlnictont.)

Soovoo's ooclol oocavtty n

Ca>. low* or post oUco. suit, and 2tf»eodo

^fg.7" 0 9 ^ ^ g / r y ,

Tofopnont nwnoor (00*01101)

i/rTf*

f*//o^

j

)

Cntor OOIOM namt and odottss as sno«n on onfinoi i«nim <if somo «s aoow^

J/f—*tf
a Service center where original return was filed

b Has original return been changed or audited by IRS? . . . . QYes EfNo
If *'No/'have you been notrfied that it will be?
QYes GTnto
If "Yes," identify IRS office •
£<sa:4 vv»4
• c* Are you amending your tttwn to include any item (loss, credit. Deduction, oth^ tax benefrtvirKome) relatwg to a ,
taxshetter required to be registered?
« • DYes Grflo
If *Yes/ you MUST attach Form 6271. Investor Reporting of Tax Shelter Registration Number.
.
d Fding status claimed. (Note: You cannot cnange from joint to separata rttums after tttt dm data has passed.)
0»oi*ria*rttump>QJSin|*e D Mamtdftswgje«tt rttum D Meiiiedf^ separate return Q Heed of household Q <^i»Jir>'«wido»(er)
Owhwietum »gfS«n*ie O Mamtotitotioim return D Mamodhintseoofat»ff<um D Htedolhousohoid D <Hit*fyiwgw»Jow(«f»
•.Note)

A.MO

Income and Deductions (set Instructions)
1 Total income
JaVLJkaL
2 Adjustments to income
. . . . . . . . .
J&*>~fi0i
3 Adjusted gross income (subtracttin*2 from fetal)
*>.39t
4 Deductions
iiOffTnOr www i •
5 Subtract lint 4 from Una 3
.?/«»
6* exemptions . . . . . . . . . .
.~-.».
7 Taxable income (subtract Mne 6 from line 5). . .
J2L&1*?0.</il
8 Tax (sea Instructions). (Method used m cot. C.
.)
9 Credits (see Instructions)
10 Subtract ana 9fromUna & Enter trie resurt but not loss than aero 12. jTWfl
11
11 Otfwtajtes(suchassofrernp»OYmert
12
12 TotattaxtujbtfihrraddltneslOandin
7!W
t0W
tt FederaloncornetaxwM*ettar)dexces^
| XL
1£
/frfS?^
14 Estimated tax payments
ISL
15 Earned income credit
16 Credits for Federal tax on gasoline and special fuels, regulated
investment company, etc.
16
17 Amount paid vita Form 4d68. Form 2688. or For^
16 Amount paid with original return, plus addiborujl tax paid attar ri was filed
19 Addtines 13through 18mcolumnC
Refund or Amount You Owo
20 Overpayment if any, as shown on ongiruil return (or as pre^
21 Subtract ana 20 from line 19 (see Instructions)
22:'AMOUtlT YOU OWLtfBtw 1Z C^
23 *tTON0toberece»ed.HPnel2.<afti^
Pkata
mT~

dtp k

~A2ft£lf

4fr*«/
39
9S1S

*&Mf

istr
3U<*0

J&f.Htf
T^sOl

3i*90

jXO&L.

3Ulo

fftM>i

w\?<Y3-f
*'*. 9</f

*i**

?*>i
/ti?ww~

</4UfT
WH
20
21

2L
21

7AV//

3***

*

ijmwonu.andlotftoo—to#mr
onaotiistmainwol^cucwpro

Htf6 f 757
f»M

Qy?*f

t»*natur«(i<|0««return.SOT* muwtifn)

E

S o T S • ^ft<2!£La«o*ii k
|iirH—M*IHfami«*tlMfci.i—tgl«

nl
JUSL

2a&.

Oott

? ?
"y

BtSUWTOCOMfUUPAOtl

r«ntl04QX(ft«v. 1087)

Exemptions (see form 1040 or form 1040A Instructions)
If claiming more exemptions, complete lines 1-8 and. if applicable, line 9.|
If claiming fewer exemptions, complete lines 1-7.
If you are not changing your exemptions* do not complete Part L
1

1 I
for tax year 1987—yourself and spouse
Cauthnitf you can declaimed as a oeoeno^t on snotner person's 1987 return
(such ss your parents * return), you cannot claim an exemptiontoryourself.

2
3

for tax years beginning before 1987—yourself and spouse. 65 or over, blind
Your dependent children who lived with you

4

A.NwmO*r
S.N«tcft**t

5

for tax years beginning after 1984. your dependent chiidten who did not live
with you
Other dependents

6

Total exemptions (add lines 1 through 5)

7

Muftiofy $1,900 ($1,080 for tax year 1986: $1,040. for tax year 1985;
$1,000. for tax year 1984) by the number of exemptions claimed on line 6.
Enter the result here and on page 1. imp 6
Dependents (children and other) not claimed on original return:
Note: Complete column (b) or (c). whichever applies, only if amendingyour 1987 return.

8

LA

Ma*
lemma
•"• •&•• i^B WV

l

I

w~se.**

.

.

-mean** —»wcw
to

I

It)**
M M M

(0fjp$ir«*r.

(•) fuM MOW ( t a t M f c * V* IMI MMtf

********

9

C.C«rad

for tax years beginning after 1984. if your chad listed on line 8 didnt live with you but is claimed as your dependent under a
pre-1985 agreement, check here
•
Explanation of C h a n t y to income^Deetatta
&iter the Ikteiwmber from page 1 for eecnrtmv^
forms and schedules for Kerns cftaat^BtsieTttttarhidtyoiirntmt

tf the change pcrtaimtoanttopeiiting loss carryback
cniditcan>tacx.attachthescheo^ieofformth^

&SQJK-

^/&t£-

!/*/
/^vel

ZGe*)

. .

OP T»& *&*9»S

Of

T/**

-foe*

JM/ts*4Ktjr

>J*Z<.*44>*0 s-J

-rws

*Jh±

**J

JT&rtS
/*•/* A

•

D

Q

*h**eATeJTtjf

7*LO~t

<? Co/Y0*

-r*M* j£- I

£-/*MTA2#€*)

PrtsJdantiaJ Election Campaign fund
Chortrtrig below wW not Incroeao your tax oc r o ^
lfyouo^notprevious>yv/amtorieve$l#ptothefijr^
. . . . . . . .
if joint ntum end your spouse did not previously watn to have $1 go to the njno^ but now wants to

checJchore •*• Q ;

SCHEDULE K - l

Shareholder's Share of Income, Credits, Deductions, etc.

* for calendar year 1987 or tax year
beginmng.jifcr.A
1987.ande*dirig..4£C...?/.. 1 9 4 T 7
mthmJnmmr
Fof Ptafworfc Wfucttow Act Hotteo. w peso 1 of tmtwctlom for form 11205.
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4 Net short-term cacotal gam (toss) .
• Net tofwrtarm capital gam (loss) . - . . . *
I Other portfolio income (loss).
5 Net gain (loss) under section 1231 (other than due to casualty or theft).
€ ' Other income (loss) (attach schedule)
7 Cheritaott contributions.
8 - Section 179 expense deduction (attach schedule) .
. . .
9 Oeductxm relate*toporttofemcoineOp*^
10 Other deductions (attach schedule)
l l a Jobscred*
. m low mcoma housing credit.,
c Qualified rehabilitation expenditures related to rental real estate
activities) (attach schedule)
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M
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- •
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Exibit "F"

Taxable
Income

+

1984

215,388

+

1985

110/557

1986

Personal
Exemptions

-

FIT
Withheld

2/000

-

21,725

81,245

=

114,418

+

2/080

-

18/337

40,505

=

53,795

73/428

+

2/160

-

5/707

38/086

=

31/795

1987

198/563

+

3/800

-

8/003

168/526

=

25,834

1988

115,003*

+

5/850

-

48/390

52,710

=

19,753

Reduced by spouse's contribution

-

K-l From
S Corporation

=

Disposable
Income

Exibit "G"

HEATHER CARLESQN
EXPENSES

COMBINED MONTHLY EXPENSES:
HiDU.se Payment
Property Taxes and Insurance
Caxr Payment
Cs.r Taxes and Upkeep
Utilities (Power, Gas, Water ? Garbage
Telephone)
Lawn iAJeed &. Bug Spraying
Swamp Cooler & Sprinkling System
Turned Off and On
Newspaper (Sunday only)
Gasoline
Food
Vitamin & Mineral Supplements because
of Heather's special diet
Non-Food I terns (soap, pa.pBr, cleaning
products ? etc.)
Entertainment (K & H)
Dogs (Clipping &. Food)
Vacation
"OTAL

$

506.00
120.00
203.30
75.00
200.00
10.00
10.00
5.00
50.00
300.00*
20.00
20.00
60.00
56.00
150.00

$1,735.00

* The food allowance has increased approximately
$-200.00 per month since Heather's surgery in
1988 and her need for increased calories; thus
s.n ad d i t i on a 1 * 100 « 00 has been a p po r t i on ed to
her 1/2 share of $382.50.
Heather's Share

HEATHER'S CURRENT PERSONAL MONTHLY EXPENSES
Clothing

& Foatw&<*r

$

P ia.na Lessons (H)
Gymnastics Lessons
Book Orders
Snack honey (School Fridays)
Magazine Subscriptions (Highlights,
Weekly Reader, etc.)
Party Gifts
Day Care ($100/mo. during school?
$200/mo. during 2 months summer)
Tuition (1/3 of $4,150/1989-90 school
yes.r, plus $420/1989 4-week
summer

(prorated)
125.00

35 . 00
30-00
10«00
8-00
6-00
25.00
133-50
150-00

program)

Sc hoo1 Uni forms
Allowance
School Activities

25-00
2 - 50
10-00

it

Total Heather's Expenses

$1,552*50

19S9--90 ROWLAND HALL-ST. NARKS EXPENSES;
Tuition (1989-90)
Summer Program (4 weeks)
Uniforms
3c hoo 1 Ac ti vi ties ( Book Fai rsr, etc - )
Summe r T rip (Sha k es pea re Fes t i va1)
School Lunch
Snacks
Winter Sports ($30-$90 if not included
in tuition, i.e., skiing, horseback
riding, etc., for 1989-90)
Day Care 'school year only)

"OTAL

560.00

$4,150.00
420-00
300-00
120« 00
150 - 0©
330-00
70.00
60-00
800-00

$6,400.00

